
OUR GOALS THIS WEEK

Message from the President
 

It is “OUR” time of year. We, as coordinators, have so
much on our plate, but thankfully have not burned down

the house! Let’s take some time for ourselves. I know just
as well as you, there is not enough time in the day, but we
have to figure it out. The holidays will be here soon and I

hope you’re able to spend some time with loved ones, but
until then, hand out some candy to the kids (or turn off

your light if that’s not your thing), sip on something
“pumpkin spice-y” and put on a warm sweater.  Cheers to

the beginning of the holiday season and Happy
Recruitment to all!

AFMA NEWSLETTER

CHECKLIST FOR
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

October 2022

Recruitment Season
Resident Evaluations

Start gathering data for
Semi-Annual Meeting

CCC Meeting Preparation
Milestone reporting begins

THE NEWS

Upcoming Webinar
"Oh @#$%! How Do I Fill This Open

Position?"
Bobbi Kruse

November 14th 

Updated Family Medicine Requirements
 

IV.C.3.c).(5).(b) Each resident’s panel of continuity
patients must be of sufficient size and diversity to ensure
adequate education, as well as patient access and
continuity of care. (Core) 
IV.C.3.c).(5).(b).(i) Programs must ensure that each
graduate has completed a minimum of 1,000 hours
dedicated to caring for FMP patients. (Core) Family
Medicine – Tracked Changes ©2022 Accreditation Council
for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) Page 38 of 69 
IV.C.3.c).(5).(b).(ii) Annual patient-sided continuity should
be at least 30% at the end of the PGY-2 and 40% at the
end of the PGY-3. (Detail) 
IV.C.3.c).(5).(b).(iii) Annual resident-sided continuity
should be at least 30% at the end of the PGY-2 and 40%
at the end of the PGY-3. (Detail) 
IV.C.3.c).(5).(b).(iv) Panels must include a minimum of
10% pediatric patients (younger than 18 years of age).
(Core) 
IV.C.3.c).(5).(b).(v) Panels must include a minimum of 10%
older adult patients (older than 65 years of age). (Core) 
IV.C.3.c).(5).(b).(vi) Panel size and composition for each
resident must be regularly assessed and rebalanced as
needed. (Core)

Feeling out of touch and disconnected?  We
all are!  The 2023 Residency Administrative
Development (RAD) Workshop will be just
the opportunity to reconnect and recharge. 
 Timely topics such as How to Create a CV
that Reflects Your Leadership, GME Funding
101 and a host of table topics all rolled into
an interactive day of learning and
reconnecting will be just what each of us
needs.  Join your colleagues and friends at
RAD 2023.

 Let's not forget RLS. There will be
Coordinator lead topics also!!!

RAD/RLS 2023
March 3-5



If you don’t already know Wanda, let me introduce you to her.

Wanda has been the Assistant Coordinator at the Shenandoah Valley Family Practice
Residency Program for 18 ½ years. Prior to her current role, she was the Administrator for an
automotive instrument manufacturer for 18 years. I can tell you that it is a privilege to work
alongside of her at our program. 

Wanda helps lead a program of 15 Family Medicine residents. When I asked her what she
enjoys most about her time with the residents, she stated “I like to see them come into
residency nervous and then finish confident and ready to spread their wings”. 

One of Wanda’s favorite things in her role within the Residency and AFMA is being a mentor
to others. “You don’t realize how much you know, until someone needs an answer”. She also
really enjoys data mining and scheduling, but her least favorite thing would be interviews. She
would rather be in the background. She quoted Annette Sheets as saying, “I’d rather be an
Indian than a Chief”. 

Wanda feels the largest benefit of being an AFMA member is networking, the people, and
friendships created over time. And equally as important is the vast wealth of knowledge you
gain from other members. 

I asked Wanda what her insight for new coordinators would be, she said, “Not to drive
yourself crazy and hold on. It will improve and change in a couple of years. And, go to a good
concert, it lightens things up”. Wanda feels that coordinator wellness needs to have more of a
focus on it by the ACGME.

When I asked Wanda what her biggest accomplishment has been during her time with the
Residency, she stated, “Training you and seeing you grow”. Wanda gave me a lot of insight
and knowledge of everything pertaining to the day-to-day running of the program and has
been a huge supporter of my journey. It is an honor to work alongside of Wanda. 

To finish on a personal note, Wanda enjoys her extended family, reading, crocheting, listening
to live music, travel, and rescuing cats and kittens. She is our "cat” lady. 

I would like to thank Wanda for all she does for those around her. I truly would not be where I
am without her guidance and friendship. 
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FRANK BEDOYA ASHLEY LEE

YURIANA BELMONT ZACHARY LEON

BEVERLY BOLAND CARLENE MAGGIO

BRIYANNA CONLEY HALEY MCANINCH

NIKKI CUEVAS KIMBERLY NIX

DAVID DEWALL HEATHER REDWOOD

THERESSA EARLES MARSHA SHIDE

MARISOL GONZALEZ DIANNE ST. CLAIR

BRIANNA JONES SHEENA WELCH

LILLIAN KIMMEL KATE WOOD

WELCOME TO ALL OF OUR NEW MEMBERS:
 
 
 
 
 

WE’RE GLAD YOU’RE HERE!  


